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Work to be completed
□ Task 1: Copy, Cover Check - HW2: Economy p.93
□ Task 2: Writing - Practice paragraph – Economy p.93
□ Task 3: Reading - The extent to which state intervention and the public sector were
'rolled back' p.74
□ Task 4: Reading - The extent of political and social division within Britain p.75
□ Task 5: Copy, Cover Check - HW3: Rolling back the state p.94
□ Quiz
Resources / links to help with work:
□
□
□
□

SUM Revision Booklet
BBC History Thatcherism
History.com Margaret Thatcher
Youtube – Margaret Thatcher

How will this work be checked?
Each week you will be given ‘red pen work’ to carry out corrections on the learning that you are
doing at home. Please make sure this work is done and that you correct all work in your exercise
book.
You must also complete the weekly quiz for your core curriculum subjects online and the link to
those is on our school website in the ‘quizzes’ drop-down option from ‘Home Learning’.
How much time should I be studying and what happens if I don’t finish all my work?
For core curriculum subjects you are expected to do 30min each day as a minimum. Those
subjects are English language, English literature, Maths, Science, History and Geography. These
subjects all have a weekly quiz and will be checked in on by your form teacher when they call
each week.
All other subjects are ‘Extended Curriculum’ and they should be done after you have finished the
Core Curriculum tasks for the day. You should plan to do work in different subjects each day. We
recommend that pupils do one hour per week in each of the ‘extended curriculum’ subjects.
We recognise that it is not possible for all pupils to complete all work given the exceptional
circumstance. Please speak with your form tutor about the work if it is becoming unmanageable.
Why is the work in this booklet important to complete?
This week we will start learning Topic 8: Thatcher’s Britain. It is important to read and make detailed
notes as well as revisiting learning from earlier in the topic so that it sticks in your long-term
memory. We will do Copy, Cover, Check and practice paragraphs to prepare to write an essay
answering the question What were the consequences of Thatcher’s governments on Britain?

Aim high

Have integrity

Be kind

Model determination
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Task 1: Copy, Cover Check - HW2: Economy p.93
TASK:
1. In your Workbook, write today’s date and the title History – 8 Thatcher’s Britain –
HW2: Economy
2. Study the answer sheet on p.93 for HW2: Economy
3. Draw a line down the middle of your Workbook.
4. Write the answer to each question in your Workbook (Copy, Cover column)
5. Check your answers using the answers on p.93 . In red pen, tick if correct, and add
any missing information.
6. Cover the answers in the Copy, Cover column and answer the question from
memory in the right side of your Workbook (Check column).
7. Uncover the answers and mark the Cover, Check column with a red pen. Tick if
correct, and add any missing information.
8. Ask a friend or family member to test you on the same questions (and questions
from previous weeks.)
Stretch: Do Copy, Cover, Check on questions from previous weeks.
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Task 2: Writing - Practice paragraph – Economy p.93
TASK:
1. In your Workbook, write today’s date and the title History – 8 Thatcher’s Britain –
Economy
2. Study the answer sheet on P.93 for 2 Economy
3. Cover the answers on P.93 and test yourself on 2 Economy
4. In your workbook, write a paragraph about how Britain’s economy changed,
answering the question, What were the consequences of Thatcher’s governments
on Britain? Do this without looking at the answer sheet or your Knowledge Organiser
– have integrity.
5. When you have finished the paragraph, use the Knowledge Organiser to mark your
work. In red pen, check spellings and add any details from the Knowledge
Organiser.
6. Highlight where you have used the same sentence starters in your work.
7. In red pen, tick where you have meet each target in the success criteria.
Stretch: Who was affected most by the changes to Britain’s economy?
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Task 3: Reading - The extent to which state intervention and the public sector
were 'rolled back' p.74
TASK:
1. In your Workbook, write today’s date and the title History – 8 Thatcher’s Britain – The
extent to which state intervention and the public sector were 'rolled back'
2. Read p.74 of your SUM HW booklet.
3. Make half a page of notes including:
- The issue of ‘less government’
- Rolling back the state?
- Social control
4. When you have finished, go back and check your answers in red pen.
Stretch: How did Margaret Thatcher reduce the role of government?
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Task 4: Reading - The extent of political and social division within Britain p.75
TASK:
1. In your Workbook, write today’s date and the title History – 8 Thatcher’s Britain – The
extent of political and social division within Britain
2. Read p.75 of your SUM HW booklet.
3. Make half a page of notes including:
- Divisiveness of policies
- Miners’ strike 1984-85
4. When you have finished, go back and check your answers in red pen.
Stretch: Why was Margaret Thatcher so divisive?
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Task 5: Copy, Cover Check - HW3: Rolling back the state p.94
TASK:
1. In your Workbook, write today’s date and the title History – 8 Thatcher’s Britain –
HW3: Rolling back the state
2. Study the answer sheet on p.94 for HW3: Rolling back the state
3. Draw a line down the middle of your Workbook.
4. Write the answer to each question in your Workbook (Copy, Cover column)
5. Check your answers using the answers on p.94. In red pen, tick if correct, and add
any missing information.
6. Cover the answers in the Copy, Cover column and answer the question from
memory in the right side of your Workbook (Check column).
7. Uncover the answers and mark the Cover, Check column with a red pen. Tick if
correct, and add any missing information.
8. Ask a friend or family member to test you on the same questions (and questions
from previous weeks.)
Stretch: Do Copy, Cover, Check on questions from previous weeks.
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Black Lives Matter
In Y8 and Y9 we will spend a lot of time learning about the history of Africa, Europe and
the Americas where we will study the growth of African kingdoms, the transatlantic slave
trade and the global legacies of slavery and empire, including in the United States and
the United Kingdom. However, confronting racism cannot wait so we have brought
together some resources for pupils to find out more about the history of race and racism
in the United States and the United Kingdom.
This booklet will help pupils learn about the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•

Reflecting on George Floyd’s Death and Police Violence in America
The black British history you may not know about
Edward Colston: Why do we have statues of people in the UK?
Who was Edward Colston and why was his Bristol statue toppled?
Find out more about Black British History
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Reflecting on George Floyd’s Death and Police Violence in America
Reflection
•
•
•
•

How is the news of the past week, including the murder of George Floyd and the
resulting protests, affecting you?
What would you like others to know about what you are thinking, feeling, and
experiencing?
What do you need from others to understand, cope, process, and be safe as this
story continues to unfold?
What can you offer to others to support them in how this story is impacting them?

Go Deeper: Learn about the History of Police Violence towards Black Americans
•

In an interview with The New Yorker magazine, Equal Justice Initiative founder Bryan
Stevenson explains how today’s police violence towards black Americans is rooted
in our past and a false narrative of racial difference.

•

The article The racist roots of American policing: From slave patrols to traffic
stops from The Conversation traces the historical precedents of aggressive and
violent policing of African Americans in slavery and the Jim Crow era.

Go Deeper: Reflect on Protests Today
Play Trevor Noah’s video George Floyd, Minneapolis Protests, Ahmaud Arbery & Amy
Cooper for your students.
Then, reflect:
1. How is Trevor Noah making sense of the news from the past two weeks? Why does
he believe that the pandemic and the series of high profile incidents of racism and
racist violence are connected?
2. How does Trevor Noah define a social contract? How does he use the idea of a
broken social contract to explain the protests and unrest we have seen across the
United States?
In Martin Luther King Jr.’s speech The Other America, he talks about how “a riot is the
language of the unheard.”
Play a video excerpt of his speech. Then, reflect:
1. What do you think Martin Luther King Jr. means when he says that “a riot is the
language of the unheard?”
2. What examples does Martin Luther King Jr. give of problems he believes are going
unaddressed during his life? What are examples of problems you believe are going
unaddressed today?
Raise your voice
Imagine that you have the chance to communicate directly to one or more of the key
figures in this story, such as George Floyd’s family, the chief of police in Minneapolis,
the mayor of any city where protests are taking place, Joe Biden (the Democratic
nominee for president), President Donald Trump, or another national leader. What
questions would you want to ask? What perspectives would you want to share?
If students would like to share reflections publicly, the New York Times’ The Learning
Network are inviting comments in their Student Opinion section: What Is Your Reaction
to the Days of Protest That Have Followed the Death of George Floyd?
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The black British history you may not know about
By Kameron VirkNewsbeat reporter

These children are lining up in Brixton, south
London, to see Queen Mary open Lambeth Town Hall in 1938
"We have existed in Britain and been pioneers, inventors, icons. And then colonialism happened,
and that has shaped the experiences of black people - but that is not all we are."
These are the words of Lavinya Stennett, founder of The Black Curriculum, an organisation which
teaches black British history in schools - and is campaigning for Education Secretary Gavin
Williamson to make it compulsory.
The death of George Floyd in America has inspired thousands of people in Britain to demand
justice, marching through the streets of our biggest cities.
Black Lives Matter protesters here insist that the UK "is not innocent". But some commentators have
questioned whether racism exists in Britain, and to what extent.
George The Poet, who was questioned about this on Newsnight, believes a lack of education
about black British history - and the British Empire - plays a part in racism in the UK and our
discussions about it.

Image Copyright
@GeorgeThePoet@GEORGETHEPOET
Report
The transatlantic slave trade and the US civil rights movement are largely the only black history
taught in UK schools, normally in October when we celebrate Black History Month.
"lf you're omitting different histories and narratives, you're saying that these people aren't part of
this country, this nation, this heritage - or they're not important enough to be taught as common
knowledge," says Melody Triumph, policy specialist at The Black Curriculum.
These are just a few episodes of black British history we weren't taught in school.
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1. The Ivory Bangle Lady

Image copyrightUNIVERSITY OF READINGImage
captionResearch from the University of Reading in 2010 showed a British-Roman woman in York,
whose remains were found in 1901, had African ancestry
Some might think the first black people in Britain arrived from Britain's colonies - the countries in
Africa, the Caribbean and Asia that Britain ruled over, in some cases for centuries - after World
War 2.
But that's not true, says Lavinya from The Black Curriculum.
"We know that black people were in Britain since Roman times - and there's specific examples."
The Ivory Bangle Lady is the name given to remains discovered in York in 1901 which are now on
display in the York Museum. Archaeological analysis reveals that although she was born in Roman
Britain, she's likely to be of North African descent.
The remains have been dated to the second half of the 4th Century.
She was found with jet and elephant ivory bracelets, earrings, pendants, beads, a blue glass jug
and a glass mirror. In other words, she wasn't poor.
"It puts into question assumptions that black people have never been aspirationally wealthy or
had any kind of wealth," Lavinya says.
2. Henry VIII's black trumpeter

Image captionJohn Blanke can be seen on a roll
from the 1500s at the National Archives
During the Tudor period there were hundreds of black migrants living in England. For those of us a
bit rusty on our Tudor dates, we're talking about the 1500s.
John Blanke, an African trumpeter, was one of them. His face can be seen inscribed into a 60ft
long roll depicting the prestigious Westminster Tournament of 1511 - an elaborate party which
Henry VIII put on to celebrate the birth of a son.
There's even a letter from John Blanke to Henry VIII asking for a pay rise.
"He petitioned for 8p a day. I don't know what the conversion is today, but that showed he knew
his worth," Lavinya says.
3. Britain's first black Queen?
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Image copyrightROYAL COLLECTION TRUSTImage
captionPortrait of Queen Charlotte by Johan Joseph Zoffany
She was a princess from Germany who became a British Queen after marrying King George III and many historians believe Queen Charlotte had African ancestry.
They married in 1761 and Charlotte was the mother of two British monarchs - George IV and
William IV.
It's been argued that despite coming from Germany, Queen Charlotte was descended from a
black branch of the Portuguese royal family.
King Afonso III of Portugal conquered the city of Faro from the Moors - Muslims from North Africa
who lived in modern-day Spain and Portugal during the Middle Ages - in the 13th Century. Afonso
was thought to have had three children with the city governor's daughter.
One of their sons, Martim Afonso Chichorro, is also said to have married into a family with black
ethnicity. He and his wife, Ines Lourenco de Sousa de Valadares, founded the Portuguese house
of Sousa-Chichorro, which had many descendants, including Queen Charlotte.
Queen Charlotte's great granddaughter? Queen Victoria.
4. 'Hidden in plain sight'

Media captionMany streets in Glasgow city centre are named after slave-owning plantation
owners.
Queen Charlotte, whether she had African ancestry or not, joined the Royal Family in the century
when Britain started slave-trading - which made it vastly wealthy.
"A lot of the time, we start with black history in London - it's London-centric. But a lot of Glasgow's
wealth actually comes from the tobacco, the sugar, the cotton that was created and sustained
by enslaved people in Jamaica, Trinidad and Barbados," Lavinya says.
Many of Glasgow's prominent city centre streets are named after 18th Century slave owners who
made fortunes from plantations.
"You're told that black people were slaves, but you're not told the fruits of their labour are actually
the streets we walk on."
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Media captionA new play, written and performed by Paterson Joseph, tells the story of Britain's first
black voter.
Lavinya says teaching slavery is important but you need to "contextualise it".
"Talk about who gained from it, the people not only in the colonies but also here in the UK."
That also means teaching about the "black people in Scotland who were part of the abolition of
the slave trade".
"All you hear about is William Wilberforce" - a British politician who campaigned to abolish slavery Lavinya says.
5. WW1 and the race riots that followed

Media captionDavid Matthews tells the story of his great-uncle who fought in World War One.
When we talk about Caribbean migration into England we often think about the Windrush
generation, who arrived in Britain between 1948 and 1971.
"But black people were actually brought over from Jamaica to fight in World War One," says
Lavinya. Her great-uncle came to England at the age of 17 to help the war effort, settling in
London afterwards.
But she says her uncle was "one of the lucky ones"- because he wasn't sent back after the war.
When soldiers returned to the UK after WW1 there was a jobs shortage and a lack of opportunities.
"White people made the link that they were not getting jobs because of the black people" - and
violence towards black communities followed.
They're known as the 1919 race riots in Glasgow, Liverpool, Cardiff and other seaports across
Britain, during which three people were killed and hundreds injured.
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Image copyrightWRITING ON THE WALLImage
captionCharles Wotten, a black serviceman, was killed in the race riots
But there were economic consequences too. Many black serviceman and workers found
themselves without jobs after a "colour bar" was introduced in many industries, with white workers,
often backed by unions, refusing to work alongside black people.
Lots of black men were sent back to the countries they had lived in before the war.
Poverty and a lack of jobs were a big factor in the riots, but according to researcher Jamie Baker,
there was also a fear that black men and white women were starting families.
"It fits into the hyper-sexualisation of black men. White men felt threatened because they felt that
black men were taking their women," Lavinya says.
6. The Bristol bus boycott

Image copyrightBRISTOL EVENING POSTImage
captionA newspaper cutting shows students marching in Bristol in protest against a "colour bar" on
the buses
After WW2 black people from the Caribbean and Africa, and people from India, were asked to
come to Britain to help rebuild the country.
They were put to work in the NHS and other public sector roles, like driving buses.
But in Bristol the Omnibus Company, run by the council, refused to employ black and Asian
drivers, which eventually led to a boycott of buses across the whole city.
"But it wasn't as easy as that," Lavinya says. At the time it was not illegal to discriminate based on
race - the first Race Relations Act was passed in 1965, but didn't include legislation about
employment or housing until 1968.
Paul Stephenson, Roy Hackett and Guy Bailey were the brains behind the boycott and Paul drew
inspiration from the bus boycott in the US, started when Rosa Parks refused to sit in the "coloured"
section at the back of the bus, for what they did in Bristol.
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Image captionGuy Bailey, Roy Hackett and Paul
Stephenson with a 1960s-era Bristol bus
Hackett organised blockades and sit-down protests to prevent buses getting through the city
centre.
"White women taking their kids to school or going to work would ask us what it was about," he told
the BBC. "Later they came and joined us."
Students showed support too and it was backed by the local MP Tony Benn as well as Harold
Wilson, who became Labour leader a year later.
On the same day Martin Luther King Jr delivered his famous "I have a dream" speech after
marching on Washington DC - 28 August 1963 - pressure had built enough over the summer that
the Bristol Omnibus Company announced a change in policy.
By mid-September Bristol had its first non-white bus conductor - Raghbir Singh, an Indian-born Sikh
who'd lived in Bristol since 1959 - and further black and Asian crews followed.
Paul Stephenson, Guy Bailey and Roy Hackett all received OBEs for their action.
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Edward Colston: Why do we have statues of people in the UK?
GETTY IMAGES

Anti-racism protesters threw the statue of slave trader Edward Colstan into the harbour
Across the UK there are lots of statues, but one of them has been taken down and removed by
anti-racism protesters.
It was a controversial statue in Bristol of a man named Edward Colston - he was a slave trader in
the 17th century (1600s) and part of a group called the Royal African Company, which
transported about 80,000 men, women and children from Africa to the Americas.
When he died in 1721, he left his money to charities. It's why many memorials and buildings in the
city have his name on them.
Later this statue was put up. But people taking part in a protest against racial inequality in Bristol
pulled it down and threw it into the harbour.
It's not the only statue to be removed by protesters.
In America - where the demonstrations first started after the death of a man called George Floyd some Confederate statues have been removed, or defaced. Many people there
think Confederate statues and flags are symbols of racism.
So, why do we build statues of people in the UK and how should we decide when it's time for
them to be removed?
Why do we have statues of people?
GETTY IMAGES

Emmeline Pankhurst helped bring massive change to the British voting system - giving women the
right to vote
There are more than 800 public statues of people in the UK.
They range from mythical Greek and Roman figures, to soldiers, British Royalty, and important
people from history.
Statues can be seen as a way to celebrate, remember and tell the stories of culturally or
historically significant people.
Some also argue that statues can be a 'window' into the past as they reflect who - and what - was
important at the time they were built.
Who do we have statues of in the UK?
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GETTY IMAGES

Mary Seacole's statue is an important reminder of how she helped people during the Crimean
War
There are lots of statues of important people here in the UK including William
Shakespeare, Florence Nightingale and footballer Lily Parr.
There are politicians such as Winston Churchill and former monarchs including Queen Victoria.
Recently statues of Dame Millicent Fawcett and Emmeline Pankhurst were built as a tribute to the
women's suffragette movement, which fought to earn the right for women to vote.
In 2016 a statue of the famous nurse Mary Seacole became the first statue of a black woman
displayed in the UK.
More stories about sculptures and statues
An interesting Donald Trump statue has appeared in Slovenia
Mystery of 'moving statue' solved
Ten amazing sculptures made in unexpected ways
Why are some statues controversial?
Some of the statues in the UK are considered to be controversial because of the actions, beliefs or
views held by the figures when they were alive.
The statue (and person) might not have been seen as controversial when it was put up, but public
attitudes can change over time.
What does 'controversial' mean?
If something is controversial it divides opinions - this means people can't agree and have opposite
views on it.
GETTY IMAGES

Oliver Cromwell was a controversial historical figure
One example of this is Oliver Cromwell. Some see him as a key figure in bringing democracy to UK
Parliament, while others argue he was responsible for the deaths of many Irish people in the 1600s.
Some Members of Parliament (MPs) have campaigned for his bronze statue to be melted down.
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GETTY IMAGES

A statue of former Prime Minister Winston Churchill was also targeted by anti-racism protesters
Can statues be removed?
There is a lot of debate about what should happen to controversial statues.
Some argue that people in the past can't be judged by attitudes today. They think the statues
shouldn't be removed but new plaques added which explain why the person is controversial, for
example reflecting both the good and bad things they did.
Others say the statues should be put in museums so people can still learn about them. They can
illustrate how society has changed, teach us about key periods in history and reflect lessons that
can be learnt from the past.
Some believe the statues should be removed completely and replaced with other people who
represent the views of modern society.
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Who was Edward Colston and why was his
Bristol statue toppled?
Slave trader was a member of the Royal African Company which had a monopoly on
the west African trade in the late 17th century
Martin Farrer
Mon 8 Jun 2020 07.07 BSTFirst published on Mon 8 Jun 2020 01.50 BST

Edward Colston was a slave trader, merchant and philanthropist whose statue in Bristol was toppled during
Black Lives Matters protests. Photograph: Alamy
The statue of slave trader Edward Colston that was toppled from its plinth and pushed into the
docks by protesters has long caused anger and divided opinion in Bristol.
The 5.5-metre (18ft) bronze statue had stood on Colston Avenue since 1895 as a memorial to his
philanthropic works, an avenue he developed after divesting himself of links to a company
involved in the selling of tens of thousands of slaves. His works in the city included money to
sustain schools, almshouses and churches.
Although Colston was born in the city in 1636, he never lived there as an adult. All his slavetrading was conducted out of the City of London.
Colston grew up in a wealthy merchant family in Bristol and after going to school in London he
established himself as a successful trader in textiles and wool.

In 1680 he joined the Royal African Company (RAC) company that had a monopoly on the west
African slave trade. It was formally headed by the brother of King Charles II who later took the
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throne as James II. The company branded the slaves – including women and children – with its
RAC initials on their chests.
It is believed to have sold about 100,000 west African people in the Caribbean and the Americas
between 1672 and 1689 and it was through this company that Colston made the bulk of his fortune,
using profits to move into money lending.
He sold his shares in the company to William, Prince of Orange, in 1689 after the latter had
orchestrated the Glorious Revolution and seized power from James the year before.
Colston then began to develop a reputation as a philanthropist who donated to charitable causes
such as schools and hospitals in Bristol and London. He briefly served as a Tory MP for Bristol
before dying in Mortlake, Surrey, in 1721. He is buried in All Saints Church in Bristol.
His philanthropy has meant the Colston name permeates Bristol. Besides the statue, there is
Colston’s, an independent school, named after him, along with a concert hall, Colston Hall, a highrise office block, Colston Tower, Colston Street and Colston Avenue.
Campaigners have argued for years that his connections with slavery mean his contribution to the
city should be reassessed. It was decided in 2018 to change the the statue’s plaque to include
mention to his slave-trading activities but a final wording was never agreed.
A petition that gathered thousands of signatures in the past week said he had “no place” in the city.
“Whilst history shouldn’t be forgotten, these people who benefited from the enslavement of
individuals do not deserve the honour of a statue. This should be reserved for those who bring
about positive change and who fight for peace, equality and social unity,” the petition reads.
“We hereby encourage Bristol city council to remove the Edward Colston statue. He does not
represent our diverse and multicultural city.”
Bristol Museums has sought to explain the reason for Colston’s statue remaining the city and says
on its website that “Colston never, as far as we know, traded in enslaved Africans on his own
account”.
But it added: “What we do know is that he was an active member of the governing body of the
RAC, which traded in enslaved Africans, for 11 years.”
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Britain can no longer ignore its darkest chapters
- we must teach black history
David Olusoga
As they take to the streets and tear down statues, younger generations who have educated
themselves are exposing how whitewashed the national curriculum is
Mon 15 Jun 2020 07.00 BS

Protesters with the statue of Edward Colston in Bristol this week. Photograph: Ben Birchall/PA
What was invisible yesterday is today suddenly clear and obvious. In the space of just two weeks,
forms of structural racism that black people and their allies had, for years, struggled to draw
attention to or even get acknowledged have become seemingly irrefutable. If the toppling of the
statue of the slave trader Edward Colston in Bristol was the most unexpected and astonishing
event of recent days, perhaps second has been the sheer scale of the online discussions about
racism and black history that have begun to take shape across the world.
Books on both of those subjects have by now largely sold out online. Today printing presses across
the country are whirring away, busily printing new copies of books on black topics written by black
authors. This great surge in interest and engagement has, like much else in our culture, been
boosted by the power of celebrity. Actors and singers have shared lists of the books they are
reading as they grapple with the ideas and chapters of the past that have been brought to the
surface by the global Black Lives Matter protests.
British Vogue, perhaps in part because its editor-in-chief Edward Enninful is of African heritage,
issued its own list of recommended books. Given the fashion industry’s recent record on race
(remember Gucci’s “blackface” turtleneck sweater and Prada’s “minstrel” figurines) this feels like a
particularly significant intervention. Meanwhile, lockdown and social distancing means that more
people have more time than ever to read and expand their understanding of an issue they might
previously have cared about but never found the time to properly investigate or engage with.
Our education system has, for decades, rejected requests for black history to be made a core part of
the curriculum
The pandemic has demonstrated that social problems, such as street homelessness, which, only
yesterday, were (conveniently) regarded as intractable can be addressed if the will is there. And
this great wave of demonstrations has achieved something comparable when it comes to race and
racism. It has created, or perhaps uncovered, a previously unknown willingness on the part of
millions to at least try to better understand the issues and engage in a process of self-education.
Organisations as well as individuals are undergoing this transition. Institutions that had dismissed
notions of structural racism or rejected forms of black protest suddenly recognise them as
legitimate. Since 2016, the US National Football League had refused to allow black players to
protest against police brutality and endemic racism in the US by taking a knee. A simple, peaceful
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act of protest and solidarity. Then, at the end of last week, the league reversed its policy. The
reason given for this by NFL commissioner Roger Goodell is as significant as the decision itself.
“We were wrong” he admitted, “for not listening to NFL players earlier”.
At the heart of this astonishing moment is a newfound capacity of both individuals and institutions
to engage in these two key activities: listening and learning. Both are on the minds of the mainly
young Black Lives Matter protesters who are taking to the streets here in the UK. While more
people than ever are willing to listen to their message, we in Britain will have a harder time when it
comes to the learning part. This is because we start from such a low base as our education system
has, for decades, rejected pleas and requests made by two generations of black British people for
black history to be made a core part of the national curriculum. As a result it is a national blind
spot, a gap in our collective knowledge that affects us all – black and white.
I went to school in the 70s and the 80s, and the last thing I expected of my schools back then was
that they would be the places in which I would be taught about black history. In my school, racism
was ubiquitous and unrelenting, and not just from the pupils. For a year I was terrorised by one of
my teachers. A man who drank his tea from a mug emblazoned with one of the National Front’s
slogans. A man who, one night on a camping trip, beat and punched me, when no one was looking,
leaving me too fearful to tell anyone, even my mother, for months. A teacher who entertained my
classmates by calling me “wog” in the playground. The idea that this environment was one in
which I might be gifted with knowledge of a history that would make sense of my identity as a
black British person was, under the circumstances, preposterous. My expectations of my school
were as low as they could be. Appropriate, given that my teachers, with one blessed exception, had
dismally low expectations of me and presumed I would get nowhere in life.
At school I was terrorised by one of my teachers who entertained my classmates by calling me
'wog' in the playground
At that school, and the next one, there was no such thing as black history. The history of the British
empire, the chapter of our national story that would have explained to my classmates why a child
born in Nigeria was sat among them, was similarly missing from the curriculum. When I came to
do A-levels the history course had two modules: British and European. The rest of the world, the
history of the other 90.22% of humanity, was largely absent. The empire was touched on now and
then. There were vague mentions of the commodities that flowed back to Britain and of the bits of
Africa that were passed back and forth between the European powers in peace treaties like chips at
a casino.
Since I began presenting programmes about black history my life has become a constant
impromptu focus group. I am stopped in the street by people who want to talk about the histories
those documentaries explore. Most of those people are young, and a great many, but not all, are
black or mixed race. This is the generation who have led the Black Lives Matter protests and they,
quite rightly, expect more from their schools than I did from mine.
They are frustrated at the absence of lessons on black history and, critically, they have sources of
information that my generation did not. As well as the internet they have books by writers such as
Akala, Afua Hirsch and Reni Eddo-Lodge. They read and research, and then compare and contrast
what they learn with what they are offered by the national curriculum. Consequently, they are
acutely aware of what they are not being taught, what is being missed out. In my experience this is
a generation with a low tolerance for half-truths and half-stories. What they tell me is that they
know they are being taught a whitewashed, sanitised version of the British past. One in which their
stories, those that make sense of who they are and how they and their families came to be here and
how they came to be British, have been largely omitted.
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David Olusoga. Photograph: Daniel Leitch/BBC/Twenty Twenty productions Ltd
The lucky ones have teachers who, like the many I have met, either face to face or online, go out of
their way to change the paradigm and better serve the children in their care. Such teachers do the
best they can to teach the black history modules that now do exist within the national curriculum.
But the problem is that these modules are optional rather than compulsory, meaning teachers have
to find the time to teach them with limited resources and in a packed timetable. Some teachers
dedicated to this cause have created their own teaching resources and bought text books with their
own money. They come together online to offer support to one another and to ask for help from
black British historians. But there aren’t enough of them.
There have long been calls for the national curriculum to properly incorporate black British
history. The latest come from an initiative called the Black Curriculum, which was begun in 2019
by Lavinya Stennett, a graduate of the School of Oriental and African Studies at the University of
London. This week she launched a new campaign in which members of the public are being asked
to sign an open letter to the education secretary, Gavin Williamson, requesting that black history
be made compulsory, in order to help “build a sense of identity in every young person in the UK”,
Stennett says. Williamson has been asked to reply to the letter by the symbolically significant date
of 22 June; Windrush Day.
In some circles what happened on Sunday in Bristol is being discussed solely as a public order
issue, yet the events of the weekend are intimately connected to issues of education, self-education
and the failures of the national curriculum. Some have denounced the toppling of the Edward
Colston statue as wanton destruction. Unquestionably it was a destructive act, but if this was
simply an outpouring of incoherent rage, why did the crowd of young protesters, people of all
races, specifically target the memorial to a 17th-century slave trader. Why not attack and loot the
nearby shops?

If, as we are told from some quarters, the protesters were mere “thugs” – a term dripping in dogwhistle tabloid racism – then how do we account for the lucid, fluent and persuasive interviews
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that many of them gave to the local news and online platforms? Listen to them. Hear how much
they know about Colston, the Royal African Company, the Triangular Trade, the Middle Passage
and the rest of it.
Little about the actions of the young people who pulled Colston from his pedestal and those who
cheered him on his descent to the bottom of Bristol harbour, was random. Much of it was
emblematic of a generation of young black Britons and their white friends and classmates who
have educated themselves on the realities of the slave trade and slavery just as they have on the
structural nature of racism.
They know that they cannot rely on the national curriculum to provide the history that we all need,
no matter our race or ethnicity. They know how urgently we need a new curriculum that makes
sense of our history, with all its dark chapters included. It is those stories, the ones we find
uncomfortable as well as the ones we celebrate, that have created the nation we have become. This,
along with much else, is what has to change.
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Afua Hirsch On The Crucial Black
History Lessons All Schools Should Be
Teaching
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There is still so little taught in schools across the world about the history of black people. Here,
writer and broadcaster Afua Hirsch details just a few of the gaps in our educational system and
points out that the slave trade is, in fact, ‘white’ history.

Growing up in Britain, there was something strange about my history education. We
learned about the Romans, the Middle Ages, the Tudors — and then skipped to the first
and second world wars.
At the time, I instinctively felt as though something were missing. That hole in my
knowledge later transpired to be roughly 400 years wide, encompassing the entire
period of British imperial expansion, the invention of racism and chattel slavery, and
the use of African bodies, labour and resources to fund industrial revolution, even the
two world wars my school included on the syllabus.
No nation likes to dwell on its shameful episodes, instead preferring to commemorate
the moments of perceived victory (both military and moral) that boost the current
generation’s patriotism and self-esteem. Germany — a nation that stands alone in
Europe as having undertaken a serious programme of honest reflection about its
darkest episode under Hitler — still largely ignores its black history.
Germans are taught to examine how so many could have been complicit in antisemitism
and the systematic murder of Jews. Yet, it’s only in recent months that German
politicians have begun to address the nation’s history of anti-black racism. Many
Germans are simply unaware that the nation’s slaughter of 65,000 Herero and 10,000
Nama people in Nambia, between 1904 to 1908, is regarded by the United Nations as
the first genocide of the 20th century.
The erasure of these stories has not been an oversight, but intentional. In the US, where
police brutality has pierced the world’s consciousness and brought American racism to
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the fore, there is a recognition of slavery — impossible to avoid — but very little of the
crimes that followed it.

Understanding black history is crucial
Many Americans are never educated about the attack on African-American wealth, built
against the odds in the generations after enslavement. For example, how many have
heard of the 1921 massacre in Tulsa, Oklahoma? At the time, it was the wealthiest black
community in the US, then known as ‘Black Wall Street’, when a white mob armed by
city officials intentionally burned 1,200 black-owned houses, businesses, 12 churches, a
school, a hospital and a library, causing hundreds of deaths. The history of violence
against not only African-Americans’ lives, but also their assets, reveals the
intentionality of the US’s white systems of power to prevent black people from thriving.
The global success of African-American culture has brought awareness to the fact that
enslaved Africans were transported to the US. But it’s little understood how many black
people were trafficked to Brazil, where — in the state of Pernambuco alone, for example
— there were more enslaved Africans than in the entirety of the US. When black people
were offloaded from ships at ports such as Rio de Janeiro, those who were too weak to
continue were thrown into mass graves beside wharves like the still-too-littleknown Valongo. At the time, local people threw their household rubbish in alongside
the bodies of African men, women and children, which were then burned.
It’s crucial to understand the history of the transatlantic slave trade, because the greed
surrounding it motivated the invention of ideas about race, which we still use today.
Race does not exist as a biological fact — it was a social idea that some of the world’s
greatest philosophers helped to shape. Renowned 17th- and 18th-century thinkers
including Immanuel Kant and John Locke — the latter known as the ‘father of
liberalism’ — propagated theories of inherent African inferiority, an ideology that was
necessary to justify trading black people as chattels and stripping them of their
humanity.
The statue of late 17th century slave trader Edward Colston is pushed into the river Avon during the Black Lives
Matter Protest in Bristol.
© Photography Giulia Spadafora/Getty Images
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At the same time, the slave trade tells us more about ‘white’ history than anything else
— a trade that was conceived by white people and largely organised to profit European
nations and their colonies in the Americas. Although the racism on which it depended
was exported to other continents — Japan, for example, has its own history of racism
towards black people stretching back to at least the 16th century — it was largely a
product of European culture and capitalism.
Black history, on the other hand, existed for millennia before this centuries-long crime
and continued to exist after it finally ended. Ancient and medieval African empires are
rarely studied, even in African countries (which are still shaking off educational
curricula imposed by European colonialism), let alone outside the continent.

Keeping African culture intact
Mansa Musa, who reigned over the ancient West African Mali Empire in the 14th
century, is believed to be the richest man in history. His personal wealth, encompassing
more than half of the entire world’s gold supply, was so vast that his gifts alone were
capable of crashing gold prices and wrecking a nation’s economy.
Mansa Musa (circa 1280-circa 1337) Emperor of Mali, travelling to Mecca in 1324. He is said to have traveled
with an entourage of 60,000.
© Print Collector/Getty Images

Ethiopia, which embraced Christianity centuries before Europe, was home to the Queen
of Sheba, who had a child with the Hebrew King Solomon, founding a Solomonic
dynasty that ruled over the African nation and continued until the late 20th century.
The history of Ethiopia, one of the great ancient religious capitals of the world, is visible
throughout the nation’s breathtaking landscape, where mountain churches are
decorated with ancient images of a black Jesus and Madonna.
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African ingenuity is something that anyone who has visited the African continent has
witnessed, but is rarely recorded in the teaching of history. For example fractal
mathematics — a foundational concept for computer science — is replete throughout
African culture, where black people have used it for millennia in everything from
architectural systems, to the braiding of cornrows and the weaving of cloth.
Many black people kept this profoundly sophisticated culture intact throughout the
disruption and trauma of the slave trade, so that it has proliferated in the diaspora,
wherever black people are present in the world.

You can learn more from these personal and historical accounts
of race:
•

Brit(ish): On Race, Identity and Belonging by Afua Hirsch, on why British
history is so white-centred and the examination of a country divided by race in
the present day

•

The Warmth of Other Suns by Isabel Wilkerson, on the African-American
experience after slavery

•

Black and British by David Olusoga, on the history of race in Britain and the
Empire

•

How Europe Underdeveloped Africa by Walter Rodney, a guide to corrupt
European colonial regimes
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Find out more about Black British History
Watch the videos from this BBC article - The black British history you may not
know about
Watch David Olusoga’s BBC series Black and British: A Forgotten History
Read this BBC article - Amazing black women you should know about
Watch BBC Alt History - BBC Alt History
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Aim Higher:
Reading
Read Rejoice! Rejoice!: Britain in the 1980s by Alwyn W. Turner (Non-fiction) £8.54
Read A History of Modern Britain by Andrew Marr (Non-fiction) £1.00
Read Access to History: Britain 1951–2007 by Michael Lynch (Non-fiction) £14.92
Read Billy Elliot by Melvin Burgess (Fiction) £1.07
Read The True Confessions of Adrian Albert Mole, Margaret Hilda Roberts and Susan Lillian
Townsend by Sue Townsend (Fiction) £0.01
□ Read The Assassination of Margaret Thatcher by Hilary Mantel (Fiction) £0.62
Projects
□
□
□
□
□

Make a resource (poster, presentation, video etc.) to teach Y6 students about the
consequences of Margaret Thatcher’s governments on Britain. It must answer the following
questions:
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for the economy?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for rolling back the state?
• What were the consequences of the Second World War for social division?
Online learning
□

Study the online course, The Politics of Economics and the Economics of Politicians with
FutureLearn
□ Study The Thatcher Era with the National Archives
Documentaries and Films
□

□
□
□
□
□
□

Watch Andrew Marr’s History of Modern Britain on Vimeo (Documentary)
Watch Thatcher: A Very British Revolution on BBC iPlayer (Documentary)
Watch The 80s with Dominic Sandbrook on YouTube (Documentary)
Watch Billy Elliot on YouTube (Film)
Watch The Iron Lady on YouTube (Film)
Watch Pride on YouTube (Film)
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